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Section-A

Q.l Attempt all questions from this section. (10x2:20)

(a) Define power set.

(b) If f : R-+R defined by (x) : 3x + 7 is a one one

anto function, find fl.

(c) In a group (q *), for any eleme rfi a e Gprove that

(a-t;-t - a

(d) Define abelian group.

(e) f)raw the Hasse diagram of <Dro,\), where Dro is

the set of all the divisors of 30.

(0 Define lattice.

(1)
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r-
(g) Show that there are "@? edges in a complete

2

graph of n vertices.

(h) Define binary search tree.

(i) Showthat (p * q):^,(P v q).

fi) Deterrnine the truth value for each ofthe following

statements. ASSume x, y are elements of set of
integers.

Yxly x+y is eiren

lxYy x+ y is even

Section-B

Note: Attempt any five questions from this section :

(5x10:50)

2. (a) IfA- { z,b,c, d, e}, B - {a,c,a,g} and C: {b, a,f,

g) then prove the following :

(i) (nrB),,. C* Av(rnc)

(ii) (e-B)^ (e-c) = A-(ruc)

(b) Let Rbe an equivalence relation over set of integers

I detined as :

R - {(a, b) | a - b is divisible by 5}. Find the

equivalence classes of set I.
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l'-f.r

T
one onto :

(i) (x): e'

(ii) f(x) = lxl

4. Show that the nth roots of unity form a conrmunulative

group with respect to ordinary multiplication.

5. Solve the following recunence relation :

ao- 4an-r+ 4ar.: n*l; oo = 0, &r: I ,n>2

6. (a) Show that (o" F p" q)y (q" - (0" d)= , .

(b) Write converse, inverse and contrapositive ofthe

following statements :

(i) If the teacher is absent, then some students

do not comPlete their homeork.

(ii) All the students complete their homework

and the teacher is Present.

7. Prove or disprove :

(a) Every simple Euler graph with an even number of
vertices has an even number of edges

O) Peterson's graph is Hamiltonian
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r-

consider the laftice L given berow :

(i) Find ail sub-rattices with 5 erements.

(ii) Find atoms.

(iii) Find complement ofa and b ifthey exists.
(iv) Is L disrriburive ?

(v) Is L complemented ?

(4)
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g . (a) In a Boolean algebra , if a:b then prove that :

a5' + a'.b:0
(b) Draw the simplified network of

f(x, y,z) : x.y.z * x.y' .z * x' .y' .z

10. Write a short notes on the following :

(a) Eulargraph

O) Hamilotiangraph

(c) Chromatic number

(d) Flanargraph

(e) Regulargraph

Section-C

Note : Attempt any two questions from this section.

(15x2:30)

l. (a) In a shipment of 50 CDs l0 are defective.
Determine

(i) In how many ways we can select 35 CDS. 2

(ii) In how many ways we can select 35 non-

2defective CDs.

(iii) In how many ways we can select 35 CDs
containing exactly 5 defective CDs. 2

(iv) In how many ways we can select 35 CDs
containing atleast 5 defective CDs . 2

20s0 (s) P.T.O.



(b) If R'r and S-r are the inverses of relation R and S
respectively, then prove that (So R)-, : R-ro S-r.

7

2. (a) Followingtable gives thevalue ofthe function (x,
y, z). Find the correspondiing function. Draw a

simplified circuit diagram ofthe function. Also find
the mintenn norrnal form of (x,y, z). (3+4+3)

(b) Determine the validity ofthe following argument

o'Ifwages increases, there will be inflation. The cost

of living will not increaSe, ifthere is no inflation.
Wages will increase; therefore the cost of living
will not increase".

x v z f(*y,zl
0 0 0 0

0 0 L L

0 L 0 T

0 1 L L

1 0 0 0
L 0 L L

I L 0 0
L L T 0
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(b)

DefineRing.

For all a,b, c ofring R show that :

(i) a.0 - 0.a : 0

(ii) (-a).b : -(a.b) - a.(-b)

(iii) a.(b - c) : a.b - o.c

(iv) (-a).(-b): a.b

5

4x2.5:10
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